
Why choose what class- To help decipher this year’s schedule please read about your 
child’s level and what fits your life.  By adding competition and exam classes we hope to lessen 
schedule confusion as it is set for the whole, cut back on constant billing by having set fees all 
year- and thus only incurring cost of exams ( rad 100-300, cdta 45-150) limiting cost of 
invoicing for competition fees ( just entry fees which were 110 based on 2018/2019 entries for all 
3 comps).  We also then can let families have their school breaks back and missing a practice 
won’t have such a large impact on the groups/practices. SO we feel this way you know the 
scheduling commitment, the financial commitment and the BIGGEST part- the kids have lots 
of practice- time to feel super confident and rehearsed.  

 

Costumes- recreational numbers- we will budget low to help with the minimal use of costume 
or try to pick things they can re-use OR even better when we can re-use a previous costume.  
Competitive teams- there will be costumes HOWEVER we will try to reuse if we can find what 
we are looking and always when ordering keep budget in mind.  However, costumes can 
make or break a routine- so budget for them and it’ll be a bonus if we do not spend it "#$% 

 

Competitive- any dancer enrolling is expected to do all 3 competitions HOWEVER life can get 
in the way so you will be entered for all 3 and billed for all 3- if you can not go you forfeit the 
funds.  Please just communicate to us as early as possible so we can prepare the kids.  

 

 

 Pre-Junior Levels Dancers-  

Jazz- strongly advise any dancers should enrol in  acro if planning on competing, doing exams 
– the power and flexibility are necessary for progressing.   Any dancer that wants to 
compete or do exams must take the recreational jazz class plus the exam/comp class.  

Ballet- any dancer doing exam or wanting to compete – must do both recreational class and 
the exam /competition class. 

Tap- any tapper wanting to compete or do exams – we will provide the option to do so but 
do not feel at this time we need a 2nd class. 

Hip hop- please choose between competition or recreational-   but only need to take one or 
the other.  

Theatre and Lyrical – option to compete will be given closer to time of competition – there 
will be studio fees, and choreo charges on top of entry fees if this choose to go ( so more than 
110 listed in opening statement.) 

Any dancer wanting to do solos/duos must be in one competitive group per individual dance.  
Meaning ballet group- solo /duo in nay style. The group style does not need to match the 



individual style.  This is not a DE rule – most competitions enforce it. Some are 1 group- 1 
individual, some are 1 group = 3 individual.   Just giving you a heads up for future planning.  

 

 

 

Junior  

Jazz- any dancers should  enrol in acro if planning on competing, doing exams – the power 
and flexibility are necessary for progressing.   Any dancer that wants to compete or do 
exams must take the recreational jazz class plus the exam/comp class.  

Ballet- any dancer doing exam- we strongly advise you take both full hour ballet classes. 
And dancer enrolling competition must take recreational class and competition class.  Any 
dancer whom wants to progress and be at their skill/technique level for this age should be 
taking ballet multiple times a week- so we strongly advise the 2 full hour classes plus 
competition class if  wanting to compete. .  

Tap- any tapper wanting to compete or do exams must enrol in both tap classes, recreational 
and exam/competitive tap.  Only those whom do not want to compete, or exams can do 
recreational.  

Hip hop- please choose between competition or recreational-   but only need to take one or 
the other.  

Theatre and Lyrical - option to compete will be given closer to time of competition – there 
will be studio fees, and choreo charges on top of entry fees if this choose to go (so more than 
110 listed in opening statement.) 

 

Any dancer wanting to do solos/duos must be in one competitive group per individual dance.  
Meaning ballet group- solo /duo in nay style. The group style does not need to match the 
individual style.  This is not a DE rule – most competitions enforce it. Some are 1 group- 1 
individual, some are 1 group = 3 individual.   Just giving you a heads up for future planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Intermediate/Senior level  

THIS ONLY APPLIES TO THIS LEVEL(S)- you can enter comp/exam stream but not do either. 
If you require more of a push but do not want the exams, or perhaps the chance of missing 
school- understood. At time of registration for competitions or exams you will just need to 
declare commitment or decline commitment "#$% 

 

Jazz- THERE ARE 2 OPTIONS FOR THIS AGE LEVEL/GROUP. 

You can go the non competitive/ recreational route and take weds jazz, adding on lyrical if 
wanted, and still having options of adding on turns prog, and acro- if wanting more classes.  
None of the weds night jazz or lyrical will compete.  

Jazz 2nd option is for the competitive stream of kids.  You will register for jazz on Friday 
night which is exam/competitive. Also add to that turns/progressions and acro - which we are 
asking you to take- it is not mandatory but strongly advised.   We will like our team to 
progress as a team.   You also have the option of adding on modern/contemporary- this one 
will compete, as  will the fri night class.  

Ballet – here we have multiple options again.   Kids taking ballet not wanting to compete, 
not do exams and are okay to not advance skill level can take open ballet, or recreation inter 
class.  Taking both both would increase skill set. Theory at this age is 3-5 hours a week of 
combined class (this would be jazz, modern/contemp, acro, turns/progression, ballet would 
keep training at same level as previous season. Unfortunately, hip hop, theatre and tap 
do not lend to these hours), wanting to improve on last season but not compete I would then 
take 1 exam, 1 recreation and the open.   

Ballet option 2 -For girls wanting the exam minimum you can do is open or recreation and 
exam class plus 1 pointe- this will be a low end mark. ( this would be a slight increase over last 
years training so you would improve over last season but will not be at the level other studios 
would demand of you to achieve the high end mark- WE ARE ASKING YOU TO DECIDE what 
you want from the season.  Also, how much are you doing at home). 

Ballet option 3- For those wanting to really progress their training- be at the top end, be 
the high end merits or distinctions then you should be taking recreation, exam, open ballet 
and both pointe.   For those who want exams and competition figure out where you fall 
financially and commitment wise from above paragraph and then also add competitive class 
Thursday.)  

Ballet option 4- For those just wanting competition- enrol in either exam or recreational, or 
recreational and open plus competition. You need 2 ballet classes outside of the competition 
one to able to compete at a competent level.  

Pointe- if interest is high enough, we will do a competitive number- NO CHARGES for the 
studio or choreo fees- this is covered in class fee is interest is high enough.  May be a costume 
charge  



Acro - if interest is high enough, we will do a competitive number- NO CHARGES for the 
studio or choreo fees- this is covered in class fee is interest is high enough. May be a costume 
charge 

Tap- any tapper wanting to compete or do exams must enrol in both tap classes, 
recreational and exam/competitive tap.  Only those whom do not want to compete, or exams 
can do recreational.  

Hip hop- please choose between competition or recreational-   but only need to take one or 
the other 

Theatre - option to compete will be given closer to time of competition – there will be studio 
fees, and choreo charges on top of entry fees if this choose to go ( so more than 110 listed in 
opening statement.) 

Modern/contemporary- This class will compete, and work is covered in class- it is the add on 
class for the competitive jazz kids.  You cannot compete in this unless you are in competitive 
jazz.  

 

 


